
December 3, 2022 

Bency Update 
 

 
About to leave for the hospital 

 
She looks nervous. 

 

Photos by the budding photojournalist, Dr. Stéphanie Jean-Louis Straub, M.D. 



 
 

 
Dr. Steph reported that all went well with the surgery. Bency will spend the night in the 

hospital with Olita and will come home later today. Steph actually took a photo of the 

removed tonsils. I will spare you that image.  



Advent Reflection: Be Compassionate 
 

In Jesus’ time, holiness was related to purity. The idea stemmed from a line in the Book of 

Leviticus that stated: “Be holy as God is holy.” In time this call to holiness evolved into a rigid 

ritual purity code which became very divisive. The Irish priest Diarmuid O’Murchu writes: “In 

the Judaism of Jesus time, holiness required various degrees of separation from everything 

unclean ensuing in a society structure around a purity system. All too quickly this led to a few 

deemed worthy to be included and the many deemed to be unworthy and therefore always 

condemned to be outsiders.” Of course, Jesus did not like this form of exclusion. He hung out 

with prostitutes and social outcasts. 
 

Jesus took the Levitical text and gave it a new twist by deliberately substituting compassion: “Be 

compassionate as God is compassionate.” (Luke 6:36). Biblical scholar Marcus Borg writes: 

“Concern with purity intrinsically creates boundaries; the life of compassion reaches across 

boundaries. Like the Spirit, of which compassion is a primary fruit, compassion shatters 

boundaries. In short, the Jesus movement was a community of compassion, and to take Jesus 

seriously means to become part of such a community.” Compassion gives birth to liberating 

action. Compassion needs to be a core value in the life of our families and communities. 

Compassion will be a hallmark of SCCC. 
 

By God’s grace and with the love and support of so many people, we have lived up to that last sentence, 

even in the darkest times in Haiti and in my personal life before Gabens and Steph brought a huge dose of 

light and hope. I realize these old Advent reflections that I have been sharing these past few days are not 

easy to absorb as the commercialization of Christmas overwhelms all of us, distracting us from making our 

hearts more receptive to allowing Jesus to be born afresh within us.  
 

Advent Reflection: Our Common Humanity 
 

Wednesday, December 9, 2015 at 4:50am. Suffering is a reality. To understand suffering is to learn 

compassion and forgiveness. Jesus makes it perfectly clear that compassion is to be our primary 

spiritual practice. My film When Did I See You Hungry?, which was narrated by Martin Sheen, 

contains this line: “Compassion is far removed from pity and sympathy. Compassion grows out 

of an awareness of our common humanity.” I understand the truth of that statement much more 

today than I did when I wrote it more than 15 years ago. There is a Buddhist dharma (teaching) 

which I came across recently that captures the same idea: “The worst enemy of compassion is 

called sympathy. Sympathy feels so badly for that poor fellow, as if he were different from us in 

any way.” 
 

By living among the poor in Haiti after the earthquake, living in the same dreadful conditions as 

they did, I came to see myself in my neighbors. We really were no different; we shared the same 

common humanity. I meet the spirit of the broken Christ in the harsh, barren landscape of unjust 

poverty, in dark places where Christ still has no home. 
 

You do not need to go to Haiti or Africa to experience the broken Christ. God is on a street corner, 

at the intersection of everyday life in your own neighborhood. If attentive, we can feel the Divine 



Presence in a gentle breeze as God passes by on the street, often in a distressing disguise, hoping 

for an encounter. In the ordinary moments of the day, the extraordinary loving presence of God 

is reaching out to us. We do not see or respond to the unjust suffering of the poor because we are 

distracted by a torrent of trivialities. Our lives are swept up in a perpetual hustle and bustle as 

we hurry here and there striving to make progress in our endless quest for more and more. On a 

deeper level, we are slow to compassion because we are quick to exploit others for our own gain. 
 

 

As we prepare to celebrate the birth of the Prince of Peace, it is important to recognize that peace 

begins with compassion. As we grow in compassion, we can see more clearly the beauty of all life 

and we also increase our desire to transform everything ugly into something beautiful. 
 

There is no doubt that there is a lot of ugliness in the world today. The news is filled with it. But 

I think there is far more beauty…if you really look you can see it. The headlines of the last few 

weeks, from Paris to San Bernardino, creates a feeling of hopelessness. It feels as if the world is 

spinning out of control. Some politicians are quick to exploit the tangible fear in the air by creating 

deeper divisions in our society. Yet in this holy season of Advent, we are supposed to look to the 

future with hope…which is not easy. But we follow Jesus, and he lives outside the city of 

conventional thought, beyond the bounds of conventional wisdom…and Jesus says there is hope. 
 

Things have not changed much since this reflection was written seven years ago. Perhaps they have grown 

even worse. The mass killing at Club Q, just another in an endless stream of mass shootings in schools, 

churches, and stores. The plague of Covid was years away from taking hundreds of thousands of lives. The 

war in Ukraine rages on and the misery will intensify during winter. Hatred, division, and racism are 

destroying the unity of life. We turn to sports, to the World Cup, to movies, to social media that is peppered 

with dancing cats, to shopping…all to distract us from the reality of suffering that plagues the entire world. 

We are tempted to say there is no hope things will change. But listen closely to Jesus and you will hear there 

is always hope…if you want to embrace the change needed within yourself. That last sentence was meant 

for me.   

 

I return home to Haiti tomorrow. Because I will be leaving for the airport at three in the 

morning, there will be no Journal tomorrow. I will write again on Monday. 

 

 
 PS. Thanks to all those who ordered my new book. 

 

Next two bonus pages…Bency in 2016 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 

That seems soooo long ago. Days of innocence for Bency and naïveté for me. 


